
Strategies & business models for the new digital age 

The rapid development and adoption of new digital technologies has dramatically changed our society 
in the past five years. Physical products and brick-and-mortar stores have been replaced with 
personalized services on our smart phones, and online platforms have increasingly blurred the 
boundaries between consumers and producers. A new way of living and working, with which the 
needs and expectations of companies and consumers are shifting as well. And while this 
transformation is still on-going, the digital developments underneath have already entered the next 
phase. New enablers like Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and Virtual Reality, are fueling new 
business models, that could not even be imagined five years ago. 

A world changing at an unprecedented pace, leading many to despair. But at the crossroads of these 
new needs and new enablers, a treasure of new opportunities is dawning. Opportunities to create new 
growth for your business. How to reveal and capture these opportunities with your team, is what you 
will learn in this program. 

A unique approach 
 
In a very inspiring and interactive one-day program, we will provide your team with a new mind-set 
and practical skills & tools, so the day after you can immediately start with creating new growth for 
your business, based on a shared vision & shared fundamentals. 

     New Business Bootcamp

         One-day incompany program for teams

Tools 
Unique skills & tools  

for revealing new growth 
opportunities and kick-starting  

new innovation initiatives  
for your own business 

Insights 
Thorough insights  

in the drivers & implications  
of new digital technology,  
changing customer needs  
and new business models 

Mindset 
The right ‘outside-in’ mindset  

for radical innovation  
and creating new growth 

for your business  
in the new digital age 



A unique program 

After a short warming up, we will first look at ‘new needs’: how do the needs & expectations of 
consumers and companies develop and how can you reveal and even predict newly emerging 
needs in your own market? 

In the second part of the morning, we will continue with a deep dive into the drivers and 
implications of the most important ‘new enablers’, like Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things 
and Virtual Reality. In a unique team challenge you will experience how accessible and broadly 
applicable these technologies already are today, in virtually any sector. 

After lunch, we will first look at how you can create new growth for your business in an existing 
market. We will do this with some inspiring case studies and an extensive exercise. In this part we 
will focus a lot on ‘lateral thinking’ to come to radically new solutions and on ‘business model 
mechanics’ to come to powerful new business models. 

And finally, in the last part of the program you will discover, how you can tap into unmet needs 
and create new markets, building on the core strengths of an existing company. And that this is 
not just up to lucky startups or Silicon Valley tech giants. 

Hosted by two unique professionals 

Peter Maarten Westerhout and Jordy Egging are the founders and owners of TimeLabz. Both Peter 
Maarten and Jordy are internationally seasoned managers and innovators, at for example KPN, 
Philips and Singularity University. Besides TimeLabz, both work as business coach for the Horizon 
2020 innovation program of the EU, act as consultants for ExO Works (the company behind the book 
‘Exponential Organizations’) and are board members of Singularity University Amsterdam. 
 

New Business Strategy & Design

                        Rated 8.3 by our participants


